
MY FAVORITE IFTTT RECIPES 
SWING INTO SUCCESS WITH AUTOMATION



AUTOMATION the key to getting things done
I bet you have heard the gurus all say you need to be everywhere but you need to 
focus. Huh? 

This is where automation comes into play. What can you automate? Almost anything. 
Included are my favorite IFTTT recipes and how I make them work for me. 

IFTTT is IF This Than That. It is a free service that allows you to set up unlimited 
recipes. Recipes are what they call the automations that you put together. 

First, I’ll start with some social media recipes and then I’ll show you my favorite 
productivity and research recipes. Click on the image below the desciption to go to 
the IIFTTT recipe.

social media recipes

Instagram is one of my favorite ways to automate. I have three recipes for it alone. The 
first one is sending my Instagram posts straight to Twitter as a native image. When 
you use the Instagram app, it sends the image as a link so using this recipe sends it to 
Twitter as an actual picture. 

At the very same time, we can send that same Instagram image to your Facebook fan 
page. With the reach on Facebook low, it is good to have a nice stream of images. 
While most people have given up on their Facebook fan page, you can still keep your 
visitors engaged with branded imagery.

https://ifttt.com/recipes/103249-automatically-post-your-instagrams-as-twitter-photos
https://ifttt.com/recipes/18163-instagram-to-fb-fan-page-photo-album


This next one has been a little fickle but I still love it because I’m not as active on 
Pinterest as I would like to be. Take that same Instagram image and send it to a 
particular Pinterest board. 

If you are on Periscope or if you Tweet out anything with a particular hashtag, you 
can share it on Facebook. I created a Periscope about it and you can watch it here. 
This recipe you will need to create yourself. 

Create a Recipe > (this) Twitter > New Tweet by you with a hashtag > Your Hashtag > 
Create Trigger > (that) Facebook > Upload a photo from URL {I suggest uploading a 
picture to Facebook photos or to your website} > Add URL > Create Action

Have you ever used Pocket? I use it to save links of things I want to read later. There 
is an app for your phone as well so I will save something to Pocket and check it out 
at a later date on my phone. You can tag things in Pocket for easy reference. 

This recipe is helpful because it automatically sends a link from my favorite tweets to 
Pocket. 

https://ifttt.com/recipes/305576-automatically-pin-your-instagrams
http://katch.me/ritasmorales/v/1d77ea7a-6e26-3bda-985c-979bb518c186
https://ifttt.com
https://ifttt.com/recipes/112234-save-links-from-favorite-tweets-to-pocket


These recipes save me time and energy - two things you can never get back. The first one is 
my favorite and my useful. 

I use Gmail for my email provider and instead of searching through my emails to find an 
attachment, I have them automatically sent to a Dropbox folder. I can move them to the 
appropriate folder later but it makes things so much faster.

Productivity & Research recipes

For those who love Evernote this is a great way to transfer emails from Gmail to Evernote 
simply by labeling. I use Evernote for research more than anything else so this is perfect for 
collecting notes for later reflection.

This is just one aspect of market research and/or networking that you can use to help you 
connect with people who follow you. You can see how many followers you get in one day to 
track an event that may have increased interest, name, bio, user link. The dates and bio are 
what I review typically.

https://ifttt.com/recipes/98759-save-all-your-gmail-attachments-to-dropbox
https://ifttt.com/recipes/2174-simply-label-a-gmail-evernote-to-send-it-there
https://ifttt.com/recipes/144705-new-twitter-followers-in-a-google-spreadsheet


About Rita Morales
After escaping the corporate life, I started Brainy Girl Designs where I focus on 
creating beautiful, one-of-a-kind web designs. Brainy Girl Designs was started to 
empower women to be smart and embrace that - without guilt or embarrassment. 
Although I love creating, the one thing that all of my clients agree on is that I teach 
them to really use their websites. 

As my business grew, I started to focus more on training and strategy. I’m a type 
A turned creative which means I’m a life-long learner and teacher who is results-
oriented and focused. 

You can find me at http://ritamorales.com where I work with select clients and teach a 
variety of useful business bits.

Just a simple note, I have experienced some recipes not working but overall they work 
great. I hope this free tool helps you automate your business so you can work on more 
important parts of your business. IFTTT has many other recipes so get in there and find 
out what works for your business.
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